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Abstract

Space in Chuuk is differently experienced by women and men. Gender appears as an una
voidable criterion for defming tbe restrictions and tbe zoning of tbe space in Chum:o This
'genderization' of tbe space is mostly issued from tbe sex segregation and tbe strong re
strictions tbat shape tbe sister-brotber relationship characteristic of Micronesian societies.

Our intention is to have a better understanding of tbe relation between tbe genders and
tbe spaces to which tbey are allowed or forbidden. The flI"ststep is to map tbe accessibility
and mobility tbat rnen and women enjoy or lack. Por this, we consider tbat tbe combination
of time geography and antbropology is tbe most suitable metbod to visualize tbe manage
ment of this gendered space.

Resumen

En Chuuk, los hombres y las mujeres experimentan el espacio demanera diferente. El género
aparece como un criterio inevitable para definir las restricciones y la subdivisión del espa

cio. Esta espacialización basada en el género se deriva principal,ente.de la segregación
sexual y las fuertes restricciones que dan forma a las relaciones hermana-hermano, carac
terística de las sociedades micronesias. Nuestra intención es disponer de una mejor com
prensión de las relaciones entre los géneros y los espacios a los 'que se permite o se proln'be
acceder. El primer paso es hacer el mapa de la accesibilidad y la movilidad de las que hom
bres y mujeres gozan o carecen. Por ello, consideramos que la combinación entre la geo
grafía temporal y la antropología es el método más adecuado para visitalizar la gestión de
este espacio basado en el género.
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INTRODUCTION

In Micronesia, as in many other places, gender is a crucial factor that deter
mines the way in which space is used. Depending on their sex, people have to
take into account different spatial restrictions, prohibitions and prescriptions
when they move around the space they share and in which they live. This paper
intends to explore this topie in the specific case of one of the islands of Micro
nesia: Ulul, in Namonuito atoll (Caroline Islands), location in which we focus
our project. Our intention is to demonstrate the potential for enrichment brought
about by the introduction of geographical methods to the analytical capabi
lities of social anthropology in gender studies.

The importance of gender on the use and conception of the space in the
Carolines (more specifically in Woleai-Lamotrek) has already been analyzed
by Alkire (1989). He showed the interrelation between the use and the con
ception of the space, the cosmovision and the gender system in that island. We
consider that a similar analysis can be applied to the case of Ulul. However,
we intend to perform an analysis in a more detailed manner combining two
disciplines: geography and social anthropology.

We have observed in Chuuk that the incest taboo determines attitudes and

behaviors ofmen and, very especially, ofwomen (Moral 1997, 1998 b, 1999,
2(00). This is also evident in the use of the space or, what we have called here,
the gender mobility. The centrality of the sister-brother relationship and the
taboo of incest that regulates ilo is the key to understanding the Micronesian
gender system. The strong mutual avoidance that characterizes this relation
ship is the main criterion to zone the space and to restrict or to allow the use of
the different spaces. As a consequence, we could speak of gendered spaces in
Ulul.

We present an approach to interrelate the conceptions of gender with the
conceptions and the use of the space. The approach is based on the combina
tion of a methodology that allows representing different uses of the space by
men and women (their mobility), and an analysis ofthe conceptions ofthe three
concemed elements: the places, the time and the actors.

This paper brings the principIes and graphic language of a Time Geogra
phy (TG) paradigm into the anthropological study of the aforementioned gender
differences of use of the space, with the aim of providing an insight to the topic
and a new and comprehensive way of visualizing and analyzing such differ
ences.

Both Anthropology and Time Geography adopt methodologies character
ized by important common aspects. Extensive field work, focus on individu
als rather than aggregations, contextual approaches and qualitative analysis are
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some of the most remarkable coincidences. These coincidences and the fact

that Time Geography has previously been used in genOOr studies (Carlstein
1982, Díaz and Salado 1996, Lenntorp 1976, Rose 1993), and applied to the
study of pre-industrial societies organization, encourage us to further explore
the possibilities of a multidisciplinary approach to the study of gender based
mobility differences in Micronesia. In addition, TG adopts a graphic language
able to integrate the dynamics inherent to spatio-temporal moves among indi
viduals, which actually is the topic under study.

Expected outcomes of a study derived from the marriage of Time Geogra
phy and Anthropology in this area would inc1ude:

- An insight into the local conceptions and use of space, taking gender as
principal criterion (interrelate conceptions of gender and space),

- A comprehensive methodology to apprehend gender-based differences in
space use,

- A set of graphic tools to facilitate the visualization of the above differences
and,

- An enrichment of Time Geography paradigm based on the new application
area.

We illustrate, in the frrst instance, an overview of certain uses and concep
tions of the space concerning gender in Ulul, followed by a short introduction
to the principIes of the Time Geography, its graphic language and application,
We present an argument regarding the convenience of the combination of these
two disciplines for the study of the use that women and men make of the space
in daily based activities. We consider that Time Geography is an ideal com
plement for the observation and analytical methods of anthropology and that
its proposed representation of data facilitates the analysis. We assert that this
marriage between Geography and Anthropology will allow us to discover un
known dimensions of the use of the space.

1. SPACE ANO GENDER IN ULUL

Essential to the understanding of our thesis is an appreciation of the
Micronesian gender system. While this has been previously addressed in 00
tail (see Moral, 1997 and 1998 b), the gender system is mainly conditioned by
the sister-brother relationship. The sister-brother pair can be considered as the
basic family unit: family and kinship are organized around it. On the one hand,
the centrality of this relationship makes it the main reference for male and fe
male social identity, that is to say, a woman is mainly conceived as a sister and
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a man as a brotherI• On the other hand, all the clan mates are «brothers and
sisters» and the sexual avoidance issued of the incest taboo applies to all of
them (although the severity of the avoidance depends on the proximity of the
kin ties) and not onIy to the limited number of close or «biological» sisters and
brothers. We are not considering a reduced number of people here.

These two aspects in combination imply that the expected behavior from a
sister and a brother is what can- be considered as the normal, correct and ex
pected behavior from any women and any men. Indeed, we are not consider
ing a particular behavior or a particular reduced group but what we intend to
analyze is the most extended social identity and the most including group.

With this extremely resumed brief description of the Micronesian gender
system, we would like to point out an essential aspect: the social behavior and,
the gender mobility, in this particular case, are organized around the sexual
avoidance that sisters and brothers have to respecto The centrality of this rela
tionship for the social behavior of men and women emanates from the role that
the family plays as a model and base of the social organization. When we talk
about gender mobility we are referring to the mobility that sisters and brothers
are confined to. Simultaneously, we are not referring to restricted circum
stances, but to a social sphere where all men are brothers and all women are
sisters (or they have to behave as such).

Space in Ulul is strongly gendered, which is the reflection of the typical
sexual segregation-that is found all over in Micronesia. The sexual segrega
tion implies that they have to be physically separated in order to avoid any
sexual contacto This sexual contact can be of any nature and not only physical:
any kind of sexual allusion is to be avoided, and sex seems to be extremely
easy to allude to. The slightest sexual sign is to be wiped out between them
and the ultimate solution is their separation in the space. This segregation de
mands a management and a continuous negotiation of the space. There are
places only for men and forbidden to women, places discouraged to men or
women, distances to be kept, negotiation of the common and transit places,
and other mechanisms to allow the use of the space within the order of the incest
taboo.

This segregation has, as its main outcome, a more or less «fixed» zoning of
the island in male and females places. However, there are also other delimita
tions ofthe mobility in the space that we have named «moving zones». There
is a space around every person that restricts the accessibility of the others to it.

1 In Chuukese this is evident even in tbe language: fefinan, wbich means «bis sister» means
literally «bis woman» and mwáánin, (her brotber) «her man» (Marshall1981, 204).
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This is particularly obvious between brothers and sisters: a woman avoids ap
proaching the place where her brother is, regardless of this being a male or a
female place. Women and men always have to be aware of where their sib
lings of opposite sex are in order not to put themselves in embarrassing situa
tions.

Another aspect to be considered is, of course, the time. Time, especially
the division between daytime and nighttime, changes the nature of the space,
as well as that of the actors. Therefore, the mobility and accessibility of men
and women to the places change according to different times.

This is the overall perspective of the gendered space in Ulul, the basic ele
ments that form the overview of our object of research. Different manifesta
tions of the relationship between space and gender are presented in the fol
lowing sections.

1. Landlsea, center/periphery, near/distant

Three basic oppositions are essential for the conception of space in Chuuk,
which are intimately interrelated among them: landlsea, center/periphery, close
ness/distance. In relation to gender, there is a great deal of evidence that woman
is to landlcenter/closeness, what man is to sealperiphery/distance2•

The frrst and most evident division of the space in these tiny islands is that
between sea and land. There is a clear genderization of these two areas: land is
female and sea is clearly maleo

For the Carolinians, land is the most important value for several reasons. It
is considered as the source of food (food and land are sometimes referred to
with the same word, mwmgé) (MarshallI977), and is, therefore, essential to
the survival of people. Together with the people and the ancestors land is, what
forms a kin group, especially, its identity. There is a sentiment that people
belong lo the land,therefore land is considered as the ftxed element of the group,
whereas people are only passing through. The connection between people and
land is strong and it is related to belonging to a group bestowed with an ances
tral identity (Moral 1997).

The hierarchical division of the lineages of an island is directly related to
the order of arrival of the clan ancestors. The head of the lineage issued from
the frrst people that arrived to the island used to be the object of frrst fruit of
ferings by the other lineages living in the island. He is called «soWUPWPWÚl »,
which can be translated as master or proprietor of the soil. This word refers to

2 On 1and/sea, close/distant, female/male division, see Alkire 1989, Moral 1998.
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the people who step on the soil of an island for the frrst time. The lineage is
sued from these first inhabitants is the residual owner of all the land.

The complexities of land ownership3 are beyond the scope of this study.
The fact that the first lineage is the residual owner of the land makes little dif
ference regarding the feeling and the right of ancestral belonging to a plot of
land to the other lineages. The same can be said about status and power, al
though the frrst lineage will be the one providing chiefs to the island. Chiefs
enjoy what is considered a special kind of power: they are more an arbitrating
figure than a powerful persono

It has to be noted that this is a matrilineal society, where people and land
run through the female line since ancestral time. The kin group has three ele
ments as its basis: its ancestors, its land and its women. These three elements
allow the permanency of the kin group over time. There is, therefore, a strong
identification between women and land. Both of them represent the fixed ele
ment of the kin group, characterized by their irnmobility and their stability (in
space and through time). They are the fixed reference of the group, while men
are somehow filter in and out. Women are stable, men are mobile (Moral 1997).

Looking to filiation, at least in the case of Namonuito, it is important to
consider the concept of the «staying» (where the importance of the place is
highlighted) (Thomas 1978). Belonging to a kin-group depends more on the
«staying» in a land rather than on the biological relation to a group. Indeed,
the relation with the father is considered as biological (only the man is sup
posed to have the capability of reproduction) whereas the relation with the
mother is one of «staying» (ibid.). Staying in a group, in its land, starts by the
staying in the uterus of a woman (ca1led nenien menukon: place of the baby).
Marshall (1977) also insists on the importance of sharing for the kinship ties
(land, food, and nurturing activities), more than the proper biological relation,
which implies sharing a web of cornmodities and relationships that are related
to a specific place.

The matrilineality gives to women a very special place in the social struc
ture and in the cultural values (Moral 1997, Kawai 1987, Thomas 1978).
Women are equal to the group itself and all that this group means and repre
sents. Kawai affrrms indeed that women playa symbolic role of «sustaining
and carrying on» the kin group (ibid: 121). The relation of women with the
land is a very essential one, for land has run from one generation to the next
through a line made of females since ancestral times. This intimate relation
ship makes that «in symbolic terms, land is women and women is land» (ibid:
121).

3 See Goodenough (1987).
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The dwelling represents the location of the kin group as well as the place
where all the domestic tasks take place. These domestic tasks are basically
nurturing activities, that is to say, they validate and create the kinship tieso The
dwelling and its surrounding space are, therefore, female. Men have access to
it, they are, however, reluctant to spend too much time in it. The amount of
time they spend and their attitude in the dwellings depend on the kinship rela
tionship of the men with the occupants of the house, being the most limitative
that of a brother of a female resident.

The male domains are primarily related to the sea, such as canoe houses,
paths close to the sea and the sea itself. The land area of the island is conceived
differently depending on the closeness to the sea: the interior of the island is
more female, the coast line, more maleo Dwellings are located in the interior,
canoe houses at the coast. The same is true for the sea: reefs are the part of the
sea that is more related to women. It is where they can fish, as are the beaches.
Men are associated to the distant sea (especially the one beyond the lagoon,
beyond the horizon) and to everything it represents.

For the Carolinians (and Micronesians in general) the sea does not repre
sent isolation, an impediment to mobility. On the contrary, the sea is consid
ered as making contact with other places possible. It is what makes the islands
reachable places (Tumbull1991, del Valle 1987). The sea represents mobil
ity, whereas land is considered as a fixed e1ement.

Mobility is a concept highly related to men in contrast with the female sta
bility. Navigation is exclusively a male practice; men are therefore the ones
who have access to the distant and unknown places that are found beyond the
sea. They leave their home island while women stay, keeping and reproducing
the order and functioning of the kin group. Whether men take their boats to
navigate to other islands or only to fish, they all have an intimate relation with
the sea that is not comparable to that of women.

Other aspects of mobility that characterize men are more related to kinship
and the organization ofthe family. Men are more often the ones 1eaving their
original fami1y to go to live with their wives. Their children belong to another
lineage, the father is therefore look upon as a kind of external and mobile fig
ure. In puberty, they are supposed to leave the house to go to sleep to the ca
noe house with other men, for they cannot sleep under the same roof as their
sisters. For this same reason, they are encouraged not to spend too much time
in their home. Their relation with the land of their lineage is effective only
through their sisters, which reinforces this lack of ties with the tixed e1ements
(as land), and it strengthens their «outsideness.»

This association with mobility reflects in their physical mobility as well:
they have more freedom to move than women do (in every sense of the word).
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W omen are supposed to be in or close to the dwelling sphere, although this
does not imply that they stay «only» at home, but it is their ideallocation. Men,
besides the restrictions not to be too close to their sisters, have great freedom
to go where they want (Moral 1997).

Body movement is also clearly differentiated: women are so conditioned
by modesty that their movements are highly restricted, whereas men, with in
finitely less modesty mIes to follow, move their bodies with great freedom
(Gladwin an Sarason 1953, Moral 1997).

This formula of «women are to stability what men are to mobility» is not
an anthropological discovery, but is popular knowledge of Chuuk, which is
expressed in this well-known saying: «Women stay, men walk around».

It is not by chance that we ta1k about mobility, sea and distant places si
multaneously. As we have just said, the sea represents the high way for the
Carolinians, the only way to break their isolation and be in contact with other
places. The sea represents 'the afar' so much that it is conceived as a unity
together with the sky and in opposition to the island, to the land (sea, sky/land,
island) (Alkire 1989, Goodenough 1986, Moral 1998 a). Sea and sky is «the
beyond», the place of ghosts and gods, whereas land is the place for humans
and ancestral spirits (Alkire 1989).

Qnly some men, navigators and canoe builders, have contact with this 'afar'
space and with its inhabitants. Alkire (1989) calls them «taboo men» and con
siders them as «pure male», as the «epitome of 'maleness'» (ibid: 86), for «all
ritual and ceremonial behaviors that distinguish or separate males from females
in these societies are rigorously observed by mwaletabw (the taboo men)>>(ibid:
86). If we consider this rigorous sexual segregation, the feminine equivalents
to these taboo men are the «sisters»4. Taboo men are associated with gods and
ghosts, creatures that belong to the sea and the sky. «Sisters» are associated
with the lineage spirits (spirits ofthe ancestors), for they are the inhabitants of
the land, where human beings belong (ibid).

These two identifications of womenllandlcloseness and menlsea/distance

are not foreign to the third one: womenlcenter, menlperiphery. Similar conno
tations of the three elements of each correspondence (landlclosenesslcenter and
sea/distance/periphery) as well as the relation of each group with stability and
mobility do not need to be listed. However, there are several aspects of the
center/periphery dichotomy that shall be highlighted here.

4 AIkire, in bis paper, talks about «old women» as «female anchors ofthe lineage» (1989: 88).
We think we should refer to them as sisters, for the relevance of their role comes from the position
that they hold as sisters. In fact, he adds that the «ideal cross-sibling set -brother as 'chief', sister
as 'old woman' - is the model of a basic and indivisible kin unit» (ibid: 81).
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Kawai (1991) has analyzed the symbolic relation between women and the
center in Chuuk lagoon. In Chuukese the same word is used for «center» and
«belly»: nuuk. For Kawai there is a complete identification of one to the other,
more specia11y if we consider the female belly. «The belly of a female ( ... )
symbolizes the center of many levels of Trukeses social and cultural systems.
The belly is associated with femaleness, food production, land and domestic
domains» (ibid: 22), with the center of land, islands and villages, with matri
groups, houses and domestic domains as well, he adds later (ibid: 34)6. The
metaphorical force of the female belly has an obvious origin in its reproduc
tive capabilities, and has a c1ear association with the fertility of the land. This
is the reason why «a woman is more often spoken of as a nuuk (center or belly)
than a man is» (ibid: 21). Considering that the Chuukese kinship is matrilin
eal, the female belly is identified as well with the matrilineal descent1. In ad
dition, Nuuk is the part of the heaven where the mana (manaman) comes from
(Kawai 1991, Moral 1998 a).

There is evidence of the relation between these conceptions of the space
and gender, and the real use of the space. One of the better examples is the
case of funerals (and many other public events as well), where women occupy
always the center of the house or meeting place, sitting on the floor. Men, on
the other hand, are standing or sitting on chairs surrounding them, while young
men are outside, standing, never too c1ose, always watching.

Although there are these correlations between conceptions and use, it is evi
dent that through the analysis of the real use of the space additional informa
tion that might lead us to contradictions, or to other categorization of the space
that do not appear in the aforementioned conception. In any case, representation
and analysis of the use of the space facilitate a better understanding of gender
and space in general terms.

s Truk (Trukese) is the former name of Chuuk (Chuukese)o
6 Kawai suggests another opposition: belly versus heado Belly is associated to all the female

principIes and the head with the maleo The head «is associated with meeting houses, politics, and
heaven» (ibid: 34) (our emphasis)o A1kire and Kawai reach the same conc1usions (womenlland versus
menlsky) by analyzing different symbolical setso

7 «The centrality of females is expressed well in the concept of naa riiy nuuk (Kawai, 1987: 118
119)0 Na is a feminine prefixo Riiy means to bind with a string made of coconut fibers. Nuuk of
course denotes both «belly» and «center»o (o.. ) among Trukese peopIe matrilinea1 descent is a con
tinuation of nuuk, bellies and centers, heId together by females from one generation to anothero»
(ibid: 26)0
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2. Up/down

The vertical division of the space needs also to be considered. Ulul (Chuuk:
and Micronesia in general) is not an exception to this almost universal divi
sion, where women have to be «down» while men are «up». This division con
ceros sisters and brothers in particular (Moral 1997). Sisters cannot be higher
than their brothers when they are close to each other, which affects their mo
bility in different ways. In order to avoid situations in which a woman could
be in a higher position than her brother, women never approach places where
men usually are, like the canoe house, or the meeting-house. On Sundays,
women that arrive later than her brothers to the church, who are sitting outside
waiting for the deacon to come, do not approach the church coming straight
through the regular path. Instead they will go around and fma11y sit far from
where their brothers sil. Moreover, this is done by women of a11ages (except
for premenstrual girls).

The same care is taken in the house, on the few occasions when sisters and
brothers share this space. In these cases, women try not to move, but if they
do, they move around on their knees.

For this same reason, women occupy the floor and men occupy the chairs,
or stand up, in public events, funerals and feasts. At school, this might cause
some problems, for many girls refuse to walk to the blackboard if any of their
brothers is in the classroom. In Weno, the on1y island were there are cars, we
can see women kneeling sudden1y because their brothers pass close to them
by caro

In any case, being lower reinforces women's immobility. It restrains and
obliges them to calculate their movements. It is difficult not to think that there
is a relation between these mIes that put women down and men up with the
dyads that we have mentioned above: womenlland, menlsky.

3. Day/nigbt

The space of the island is transformed at dusk. In order to understand the
important change that brings the obscurity of the night, it is essential to intro
duce, very briefly, some aspects of the Micronesian cosmovison (common to
a more general Pacific vision). Day and Night represent a basic division of this
cosmovision. On the one hand, the family, the social, the dwelling, the living
and the relationship between women and men characterized by the sexual avoid
ance proper to sisters and brothers are in the side of the Day. On the other hand,
the sex (contrary to the concept offamily), nature, animals andjungle (what
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falls outside the social order), the dead, ghosts and spirits (outside the human
realm), the relations between men and women, not subject to the incest taboo
(in the sexual realm), are in the side of the Night.

Other behaviors are on1y possible at night. Women can stop behaving on1y
as sisters and men as brothers, and behave as sexual beings out of the reach of
roles issued from incest taboo. The night is the time of sneaking away from
the social order. It allows c1andestine moments where c1andestine places can
be «created». Behavior proper to womenand men as sexual beings (in opposi
tion to sisters and brothers) is only possible in these c1andestine contexts, out
side the social sphere (Moral 1997 , 2000).

The use of the space of the island is therefore different depending on the
moment of the day. During daytime, the use of space is on1y that of men and
women who behave as brothers and sisters. The night allows behavior of sexual
men and women.

Another aspect that is interesting to analyze is the use of taboo or restricted
places during the night, however, there is not enough evidence to say whether
the use and nature of these places change or not.

Ifwe were to identify a place of the island devoted to the realm of the Night,
this would be the bush. The bush is somehow out the social space, just as the
night is out of the «social time.»

4. Moving zones

There is a space that surrounds every person that determines the mobility
of other people8• For what concems both sexes, besides the fixed places con
sidered as fenrinine and male (dwelling, canoe house, for example), is the na
ture of these personal spaces that are activated depending on the person that is
approaching. These boundaries are not, then, active all the time, and they move
along with the person (that is why we talk about moving zones). The way in
which sisters and brothers avoid each other is a good example of it. These
boundaries are on1y active when a sibling of opposite sex is approaching.

The distance to be kept, the quality ofthe movements to approach (for ex
ample, women have to bend their back, or waIk on their knees), whether is a
question of distance or ofbeing perceived (1don't understand this phrase), the
reciprocity of the measures and consequences of respecting them, etc. are all

8 Keating (1995) has analyzed the way the space is used to establish hierarchical relations among
people in Pohnpei. We think that we could use the same approach for the case of sister-brother.
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aspects to be considered. There is no doubt that the kind of place (Le., a dwell
ing, a beach) where the approach between a sister and her brother occurs has
important implications on these moving zones that surround each body. The
places and the elements that are found in them have unavoidable interactions
and are mutually conditioned~ the place conditions the people and the people
participate to the definition of the place.

The case of taboo men is also interesting for different reasons. On the one
hand, because the case of taboo men is one of the most extreme concerning
this personal bounded space, especially before and while undertaking some
activities (this sentence is hard to understand -not sure what you mean). The
contact or being close to these men is always considered dangerous, and at the
same time the distance that has to be kept is also considered as a sign of re
spect. We think that one case can illuminate the other. The problem might be
that the figure of taboo man is now not as important as it used to be (naviga
tors and other specialists), and much of the information surrounding it is con
sidered as secrete knowledge.

On the other hand, the taboo man has to follow all the roles of sexual seg
regation more strictly than other men do. Following Alkire (1989), he is a «pure
male». If we are to designate a «pure female» concerning these restrictions,
there is no doubt that this would be the sister. Taboo men and sisters are some

how equivalent categories and it would be interesting to compare them.
This equivalence might be more important than that of the couple sisterl

brother. The sister occupies a referential position in the relationship as well as
in the kin group, and it is not comparable to that of the brother. For women,
this identity of sister is what links them to the more fundamental aspects of the
culture and the society, and has to do (as we have seen) with the relation to the
land, the kin group and the ancestors. The brother plays and important role
only when we consider the relationship brotherlsister and what it represents,
but when we consider it all by himself, he loses all his meaning, which does
not happen with the figure of the sister9. If we want to find two symbolic equiva
lent figures that represent fundamental values of the culture, in the case of men
we have to look outside of the realm of the kin group, as could be the case of
taboomen.

9 Tcherkezoff (1993) has anaIyzed the sister-brother relationship for the case of Samoa. He
proposes us a model where «sisterhood is defmed as encompassing (... ) the sister is not sister 'of'
whomsoever'. and the brother is 'brother of' thefeagaiga» (1993: 71). We think that this is the case
for Chuuk as well.
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5. Activities and mobility

There are two different kinds of activities that interfere with mobility. The
frrst one is when men undertake certain activities (related to the knowledge of
these taboo men), and the second kind is funerals, festivals, mass, dancing,
meeting s and any kind of public evento

When men are involved in the frrst group of activities (before a long trip, a
fishing expedition, before undertaking the construction of a new boat, sport
competition and other specialized activities), they are not supposed to have
any contact with women or with female spaces. Indeed, they cannot approach
or come into the dwelling, which is different from not having contact with
women. Men are supposed to be somehow confined to the male places, more
specifically to the canoe house. It would be of interest to collect information
that is more detailed on the restrictions they have to follow in these cases. We
know that sexual activities are forbidden, but we do not know the implications
that this has in men' s mobility. We do not know whether there are similar cases
forwomen.

Other activities that change the accessibility to the space are public events.
An important reason that justifies the different management of the space dur
ing these cases is the fact that all women and men (all sisters and brothers) are
sharing the same space, but they still have to respect all restrictions.

Dancing might be somehow different, for it is one of the few occasions in
which a woman can be standing up (the difference up/down can beovercome)
and be an object of attention in front of her brothers. Much of the dancing is
sitting, but there are always one or two dancers who perform standing up. We
need more information about possible mIes that affect the dancers as well as
the audience.

Other special delimitation of the space is when amember of the chief clan
dies. In these cases, the chief forbids to pass through or come into a specific
area of the island and the reef, which is signaled with coconut sprouts.

6. Otber places

Although time and space precludes us from exploring other kind of places,
we would like at least to point them out, since our intention is to include them
in our future research.

We would liketo analyze the places, andlor objects that are considered as
liminal. The best example we have of this is the coconut tree, which is a piv
otal symbol between the land and the sea, the human and the divine, and the
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feminine and masculine (Alkire 1989, Moral 1998 a). The boundaries between
the different places that are allowed or forbidden to women and men are to be
analyzed.

We should nol forget the spaces of other non-human creatures, like ghosts,
monsters, spirits and others that inhabit the island as wen (800 A1kire 1989). These
places are also objects of special management that have to be taken into account.

Up to this point, we have seen some essential aspects of the conception of
the space, which have a real impact on its daily use. Conversely, this use of
the space, considering the normal changes that always implies the passing of
time,can either be modifying, confirming or qualifying these conceptions, even
creating new ones. We consider as essential an accurate observation and rep
resentation of these uses in order to understand them and their implication on
the gender system. Time Geography is opening new approaches to anaIyze this
system. We present now the principIes of the Time Geography.

n. TIME GEOGRAPHY PARADIGM: AN INTRODUCTION

1. BackgrOUDd.

Torsten Hagerstrand developed the Time Geography (TG) paradigm at the
University of Lund, Sweden in the 19708 after bis famous paper «What about
people in Regional Science?» (1970). TG constitutes a paradigm aimed at
explaining relationsbips between social organizations and their physical base,
and the dynamics of such relationsbips.

TG focuses on the relationsbip between people and their most immediate
environment throughout their daily activities. These activities are associated
to our human condition (i.e. working, learning, living in a place, shopping, etc).
Activities are usualIy undertaken in specialized places, which leads to a fun
damental human activity: displacement (Carlstein, 1982). Thus, TG is con
cerned with the location of activities, the agents who undertake such activities
and the spatio-temporal region in wbich such activities take place. These three
elements have their equivalents in Ulul; activities are conditioned and influ
enced by gender (men look after the sea and women look after the land), the
agents are the men and women whose spatial behavior is ruled by the incest
taboo, and the spatio-temporal region is the context in wbich men and women
interact and develop their activities.

TG proposes a contextual approach to the analysis of individual activities.
It allows the apprehension of all components of the environment and its nec
essary coexistence on space and time.
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Studies following TG are undertaken at the maximum possible level of de
segregation. The individual constitutes the unit under investigation, as «aggre
gating population [... ] ends with a statistical abstraction» (Carlstein, 1982) in
which information on the mobility and interrelations among people and envi
ronment are lost.

2. Grapbic language

The most original contribution of the TG paradigm is its graphic language.
It is a simple, flexible and easy to understand language. The basis of the graphic
language is the spatio-temporal region, which is represented by two horizon
tal axes, the space, and a vertical one, the time (Carlstein, 1982).

TG constitutes a physical and objective language. It does not contemplate
subjectivity. The facts are presented on their location at the time when they
occur without including any judgments or values.

The TG graphic language is independent from the spatial scale allowing
analysis at local, regional and global environments (locality, island, region,
nation). More interestingly, it is also independent from temporal scale, being
adaptable to daily activities, family life studies (several generations) or only
few minutes. In other words, events that take place along hours, days, weeks,
months or years can be equally analyzed. Hiigerstrand (1973) adopts the terms
day-path, year-path or life-paths to refer to different length periods of time.

TG graphic language is structured in five main diagram types (figure 1):

a) Lifeline or path. This is the representation of the lifeline of an event or a
person along a period of time on a defined environment. It always grows in
a positive direction.

b) Station. This is the graphic that represents availability of a fixed position
on space and time. Stations form the spatial bases (point of origin and des
tination) for activity and interaction (Carlstein, 1982).

c) Bundle. This is formed when severallifelines, never isolated from one an
other, meet in a station at the same time.

d) Prism is the graphic that analyzes «budgets of time». This allows the visu
alization of the hypothetical spatio-temporal region to which a subject has
access to depending on hislher transportation mode and the amount of avail
able time. The faster transportation mode, the wiser will be the prism show
ing a larger area of spatio-temporal accessibility.

e) Bi-dimensional vertical bars. This graphic space is represented in one di
mension. It only considers functional placesand does not deal with their
physicallocation but allows the apprehension of time allocation to the
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different activities that constraint tife in a given period of time. In the Micro
nesian case, this kind of graphic. could be adopted not only to represent
functional places but also to represent the different postures related to the
up/down division of space referred eartier.

FIGURE 1

TG GRAPlliC LANGUAGE. MAIN ELEMENTS
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Activity Started at Finished at Functional place Postal Address Company (who with) Transport

Working 8.00

Going borne 16.00

16.00 Office 161Sturt St

16.30 Public transport Non applicable

Partner

Alone
Non applicable

Bus

TG has been adopted in a large range of applications including economic
production, labour markets, spatio-temporal organization of pre-industrial so
cieties, evolution ofhuman settlements, daily activities in domestic units and
transportation systems in relation to people's mobility/accessibility among
others (McBride and Escobar, 2002). For an in-depth review ofpre-GIS TG
implementations and applications see (Carlstein, Parkes & Thrift 1978;
Lenntorp 1976; Pred 1977). Some relevant examples to this study include fue
work by atto Huisman (1997) in the application of time-geographic concepts
to urban micro-processes; M. Ángeles Díaz (1992) in the application ofTime
Geography to Gender Geography and to Didactic Sciences; Bo Lenntorp
(1976) in the analysis of the risk society from an everyday-life point of view,
Activity Systems and Regional Structures, Mobility and environment in a
regional settings, and The Mobility Culture and Its Environmental Impacts;
David Mark in the study of lifelines applied to public health and epidemiology
(Mark, 2000); and, of course, the work by Carlstein (1982) on pre-industrial
societies organization.

The method adopted to collect the necessary information for TG studies is
simple. An activity diary simplified as a questionnaire similar to the one shown
below has to be filled out by each of the individuals under study. AlI activities
taking place in the period of time under observation have to be registered. In
order to facilitate this task, authors in TG provide standard lists of activities
and functional places. These lists are usually adapted to life studies in post
industrial societies. In the case ofUlul, the increased popularization and mini
aturization of technologies such Global positioning Systems (GPS) and Geo
graphical Information Systems (GIS) has the potential to facilitate this task
(McBride and Escobar, 2002). Altematively, classifications established by
United Nations are also adopted (www.un.org.Depts/unsd/timeuse/icatus/
icatus_3 _1.htm). The information included in each of the questionnaires is then
translated into the graphics shown above.
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ill. TIME GEOGRAPHY IN THE STUDY OF GENDER MOBILITY
DIFFERENCES IN CHUUK

Time Geography has been applied to other low density, low velocity of
movement and small-scale type of society before (Carlstein, 1982). In his
work on pre-industrial societies (1982) Carlstein develops the principIe of
reunion as a necessary condition for any society to be articulated, in line with
one of the themes of interest of our study on gatherings in Chuuk and their
temporal and postural dynamics. Other parallelisms with Carlstein' s work
inc1ude the recreation of variable time length situations for TG lifeline
graphics drawing. More importantIy, it also inc1udes the representation of
different individuals' spatio-temporal domains to apprehend their dynamics
and interactions, which in our case can offer an insight in the dynamics
encountered between men and women (brothers and sisters) interactions in
Chuuk.

Identified uses of TG in anthropological studies in Chuuk inc1ude:

- visualization of the use of space and time by women and men at the island
scale (female spaces, male spaces, and limina! spaces, intersections)~

- visualization of the use of space in the most immediate environment~

- visualization of the «moving zones» that surround the bodies, which includes
body postures and distances to be kept. The representation of «moving
zones» can demonstrate whether the spatio-temporal domains of men and
women (brothers and sisters) are really independent as it could be assumed
by the cosmovision seen earlier or they coincide at particular moments and
places~ and

- a comparison between concepts and uses of space.

1. Identified parallelism between TG and Anthropological methods

Both TG and Anthropology require extensive fieldwork.1n both cases, the
individual is the subject under study in opposition to statistical aggregations.
A contextual approach in buth areas of knowledge aims to explain individual
differences based on the influences of the contexto

In order to successfully apply TG to Anthropological studies, some degree
of adaptation and fine-tuning is necessary.

Participant observation in preference to individual questionnaires is the frrst
aspecto Current availability of GPS micro-receivers would make this adapta-
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tion irrelevant if participants agree to carry them throughout the period under
study. A detailed description on the use of these devices for TG purposes can
be found in McBride and Escobar (2002). Their adoption provides an easy and
accurate way to collect both locational and temporal information. Other infor
mation of interest, such activity developed or posture adopted, has necessarily
to be observed and recorded by the researchers.

The diary of activities or questionnaire has to be adapted to the life style in
Micronesia. Time divided in hours and postal address are aspects that need
revision.

Adaptation of functional places and activities lists is also required. Current
c1assifications by United Nations are not applicable to the Micronesian style
of life. In some instances, substitution of functional places by postures will
open up new possibilities of application.

2. Examples

Through these laboratory designed examples, we illustrate the concepts out
lined above applied to our object of study.

Figure 2 illustrates the mobility of a sister-brother pair during a fixed pe
riod of time. It shows the different size and distribution of their respective
spatio-temporal regions, the places that are considered as accessible to each
of them and whether or not they meet at any point and for how long. The dia
gram shows a hypotheticallarger space of action for the brother as he under
takes longer in time and more distant in space activities, inc1uding visits to other
islands and fishing expeditions. The diagram also illustrates the occasions when
both day-lines coincide in space and time, which assists in the understanding
of reallife implications of the incest taboo.

In Figure 3, another laboratory example shows how vertical bars can be uti
lized in the visualization of a succession of different postures adopted by a pair
of brother and sister. This kind of graphic could enlighten the codes and inter
relations that determine distances, time and duration of each of the different
postures adopted by both brother and sister. This information can be very re
vealing if additional and detailed information about the context in which these
postures and activities happen is also inc1uded.
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FIOURE2

LIFELINES OF A PAIR BROTHER ANO SISTER IN ONE DAY
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IV. FINAL REMARKS

By using the word «place», we refer to what Marc Augé calls an«anthro
pological place»: a symbolic construction of the space, «a principIe of mean
ing for those who live in it and a principIe of intelligibility for those who ob
serve it» (1995: 58).

How this meaning is constructed depends on many aspects, like the char
acteristics of the space in which is located, its identity (Cristino's house, the
beach of the village X, the airstrip of Ulul.. .), its use or function and its his
tory. But it also depends on the relation that the individuals have with it, on
the activities that are being performed and on the relationship that the indi
viduals that occupy the place have among them. All these aspects are condi
tioning people's perception, use and understanding ofthe place, their attitude,
their behavior and their interaction. These aspects are constructing, shaping
and changing the place itself ..

From this perspective, the individuals themselves are to be considered
among the elements that shape the place: their presence or absence, their pre
cise location, posture and attitude «give sense» and condition its very nature.
A sister will behave completely different when accessing a specific place de
pending on whether her brother is there or not, alone or accompanied, sleep
ing or preparing food. The accessibility that she has to the same place is com
pletely different, as is the way in which she has to behave in it. She will not
behave the same way whether she is in her island or away (in the capital or in
the USA), even if the situation is similar. A c1ear interaction exists between

the meaning of the spaces and that of the people that occupy them.
In c10se spaces, it is easy lo identify the limits that mark a requirement of

change in the attitude when people trespasses them. But where are these limits
when we are in open places? What is the distance that imposes a change of attitude
or posture, an avoidance or respectful behavior? Are all the open places similar
concerning people's behavior? Paths, crossroads, meeting places, limits are
conceptualized differently. It is not the same going around (waIking along a path)
and attending a meeting (sitting at the meeting house where almost the entire
population meet), going to the bush (associated with the wild, no-human, ghost
like) and going lo a funeral (where the social order is represented and reproduced).

Furthermore, day and night convey different meanings to the space. We
could almost speak about two different worlds and both should be analyzed
separately. Many questions arise from here. How does the space of the island
changes when the night falls? What mIes are released and what this implies
for the use of the space by women and men? How does the cosmovision corre
late with the meaning and use of the space by day and by night?
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We are aware of the difficulties involved in considering and studying the
space under this perspective, for its nature appears to fluctuate. We believe,
however, that we can understand the general conceptions of the space together
with the elements that occupy it or shape it in different moments, which are
fundamental for the construction of anthropological places as symbolic spaces.
If we understand the place as a principIe of intelligibility, there is no doubt
that we will be able to find essential keys for the understanding of the gender
system of this regioD by means of the analysis of the space from the perspec
tive we are suggesting here.

We consider that we will find some of the cornmon conceptions that nOf
ma1ly appear when studying women's and men's use ofthe space. In special
ized literature, women are viewed with the following characteristics 10:

- associated to the place of residence (the dwelling), the domestic sphere.
- element of reference for the group.
- holding a role of bearer or guardian.
- always removed from places where important decisions are taken (public

and politic arena).
- associated with a more restricted universe.

- only in rare occasions, occupying wide spaces.

We have already seen some of theseaspects in our paper, however, we have
to take into account that gender status in Micronesia is not a simple matter.
What might be seen at frrst as a marker of low status (Le., the association be
tween women and the domestic sphere) can be, at least, a very controversial
aspecto In this sense, Micronesian gender system conveys us to question many
assumptions of this kind. Indeed, an analysis of the conception of the space
and their uses can lead us to a better understanding of a gender system that, as
is characteristic for many aspects of Micronesian societies, is full of ambigui
ties and paradoxes.

Time geography is providing tools that allow us to observe how individu
als use the space in correspondence with the time. It does it in a more accurate
way than the current observation methods adopted in anthropology. TG pro
vides a very interesting set of tools to graphically represent these uses. This
approach could bring a new insight on the conception of the space, time,
proxemy (and therefore the body), mobility and, of course, gender relations.

10 The characteristics that we mention here are drawn from specialized liierature devoted to
gender and space. However. many of the books consulted refer lo urban space in westem societies
(McDowelll999. Rose 1993. del Valle1997. Women and Geography Study Group 1997).
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Time geography will allow us to establish the relation between the afore
mentioned concepts of space with the real use of it. We will be able to realize
to the extent to which these ideas about space that imply the whole cosmovision
are inc1uded in the daily use, in the daily movements of people and how this
very daily use is transforming and creating new conceptions. It might facili
tate the discovery of new aspects of the space that are not subsumed by the
discourses we know about it and to open new doors to new concepts.
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